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Toxy - Recumbents: Great new website
It is a complete recumbent world, which the
German Toxy brand virtually presents at their
new English website.

Even in the Toxy onlineshop, any options
and components are illustrated by high-res pictures. So just compose your own personal recumbent due to your individual needs and demands.
Toxy customers now have an own special
site, where they are portrayed with their Toxy,
their travelling reports and experiences. Some
have a link to their private homepage. - The
best way to expect what you could experience
riding a Toxy.

With a very nice and clear site design and
structure they show their latest Toxy-models
CL, LT, TT and the updated ZR with all the information and their unique range of options
around recumbent, comfort & touring.

So under „fascination“, you will find interesting recumbent routes through the Canadian
Rockies, as well as recumbent pictures from
France, Australia or Galizia and a report of the
“Paris-Brest-Paris“ bicycle marathon – over
1200 kilometres on Toxy.
Toxy founder Arved Klütz says: „Here, our
customers present the whole wide range of
possibilities, which we support with our full
suspension Toxy models. And this is exactly
what we develop and manufacture every single
Toxy recumbent for and what makes us very
happy. Our customers and their stories they
fascinate us just the same as our products.
With this site we want to say thank you to all of
our enthusiastic Toxy riders!
Contact & further information: www.toxy.de or:
www.recumbent-shop.com

Even health aspects as well as personal riding comfort were discussed. With special Toxy
baby seats or their full suspension KidCar trailers, you will have fantastic rides even with your
whole family.
Detailed pictures of all models, studio & inmotion, will keep you dreaming about your
next tour on your own personal Toxy recumbent. Just click the gallery…

